
ST MARY’S CATHEDRAL: LISTENING CIRCLE FEEDBACK 

 

WHAT INSPIRES AND ANIMATES US, WHAT MAKES US THANKFUL AND GRATEFUL ABOUT 

OUR CATHOLIC LIFE? 

 

Being born Catholic and brought up Catholic; it’s all we know; love of the Church; provides perfect 

interpretation of the Gospels and Epistles and surety in teaching based on rational thinking (and 

not people’s whims); messages in the Gospels of virtues such as justice, charity,etc; knowing 

we can expect God’s mercy; grateful, honour and privilege to be members of a Church with 

deep roots 

The universality of the Catholic Church which is the same all over the world; feeling part of something 

bigger; 2000 years of history, wisdom and resilience 

Tradition (no need to change); music; choir 

The Mass; daily Mass in our parish; the 3 year cycle; devotions; liturgies; rituals; House Masses 

enabling meeting others 

The Sacraments, especially Confession, Holy Communion, Confirmation 

Early education in Catechism; learning our place in the Church 

The example of parents and grandparents; praying together as a family e.g. for the sick 

Having a beautiful Church in a beautiful city; the light in the Church; the smell of the Church 

Due to Covid - feeling the need for church; with electronic communication, being able to watch from 

all over the world live Masses, the Rosary, podcasts, the Bishops’ Reflections during lockdown; 

WhatsApp and E-mail Newsletters (though not everyone has access); having time to knit for 

charity;  

The present merciful Pope, his insistence on Christ’s message of love, his vision in calling this Synod 

The Bishops and people who spoke out against apartheid  

The gift of faith, biblical knowledge, spiritual guidance, social teachings of SACBC and the Church, 

the Communion of Saints 

The value the Church has on life from conception e.g stands against abortion; the respect for the 

environment 

The inspiration from sermons, retreats, RENEW, ALPHA, the Theology course; realising one has to 

believe to understand; reading material; the opportunity for constant learning; small faith sharing 

groups, prayer and meditation groups e.g. Centering Prayer,  

Having opportunities after Confirmation; being part of a Youth Group; being an Extraordinary Minister 

of Holy Communion, a Reader, an Altar Server,  

People who do good charitable work; the help (including financial) of the priest 

The spirit in the Diocese 

The diversity within the Church, its people and experiences, the incorporation of different cultures; the 

potential of the Church 

The feeling of family and belonging, meeting different people  

The encouragement to return to the church, the welcome when going to Confession after 20 years 

Freedom of religion 

The structure the Church has to deal with issues e.g. child safeguarding policy 

 

WHAT DISAPPOINTS OR WOUNDS OR EVEN DISILLUSIONS US?  

 

Reports of sexual abuse, paedophilia, by priests (even though this is by a few individuals); lack of 

support of victims; how abusers are rehabilitated  

Having to defend the Catholic faith in the light of abuses; not admitting to being Catholic; afraid to say 

what we believe 



Lack of focus of Mary as heart and mother of the Church in the Synod documents; need to imitate 

and be Mary for the world 

Lack of visibility of the Catholic Church; approach has softened; Government not taken to task e.g. on 

drugs, guns 

Structure of the church with some levels political; too much red tape; leadership is dictatorial with no 

communication/discussion; male dominated; lay people treated as sheep; meetings pointless as 

nothing gets done 

Lack of catholicity/universality especially at the Cathedral; no weekly Masses in different languages 

e.g. Shona, French; no readings, parts of the Mass in other languages 

Lack of prayer accompanying Synod process, no adoration, rosary, etc 

Lack of devotions; no communal Stations of the Cross; should not be based on number of 

attendances 

What people who profess to be Catholic say and do  

Disrespect of each other; not saying please and thank you; not looking out for others 

Isolation by people of the church  

Ignoring or wanting to get rid of the street people around the Cathedral 

Lack of mercy and compassion (especially to priests who are also human); lack of support and 

encouragement; lack of pastoral care of people on the fringe e.g. divorced; LGBTQI treated as 

outcasts; no effort to get lapsed Catholics back; not caring and loving enough  

Divisions distract from the mission of the Church; distance between clergy among themselves and 

the clergy and laity; when priests lie; priest unavailable and office based, door not open; priest 

does not greet after Mass or visit Catechism classes 

The Church does not relate to the challenges of today’s society; acts as judge; fall out of Catholics 

worldwide; science is changing the world; too much attention to rules, dogma, sin and guilt and 

not God’s love  

Vocations do not only refer to the priesthood (as pre Vatican II), but also to religious, married, single 

people 

Disrespect during Mass, dress code, talking 

No inclusion of modern music 

Nothing to hold the youth (who want instant gratification) and are searching and then try other born-

again churches, drugs or crime 

Parishioners are older as it is too costly to live in parish  

No personal prayer, recitation of traditional prayers 

No meetings with retired priests at Nazareth House 

No network in the Deanery 

Not enough is said from the pulpit about politics and moral issues, sermons too long and lack passion 

Readers need to be clearer and trained 

Same people volunteer to become involved; many Sunday Catholics; gifts not used  

Not a “successful” parish; people do not come forward with suggestions 

Lack of community spirit and unity; people leave straight after Mass, we are journeying on our own 

Hypocrisy, lack of transparency and accountability and cover-ups of the truth 

No apologies made when mistakes are made e.g. those involving the Pachamama during Amazon 

Synod 

Withdrawal of the Latin Mass 

Lack of correct action at the correct time regarding the 3rd Secret of Fatima 

Issues not brought to the attention of people involved 

Financial contributions not used as intended e.g. CWD 

No Catholic charities; no availability of tax certificates for donations; no awareness of budgets 

Lack of availability of daily live Masses in Cape Town during lockdown 



The last local Synod fizzled out 

It has taken this Synod to get people to talk; but attendance at these Synod meetings is poor 

Withholding Baptism because parents are not practising 

Remarried (divorced) Catholics who stay in the faith are refused Holy Communion; inconsistency in 

that some people are granted annulments and others not  

Married Deacons cannot become priests 

Lack of discussion about married priests, women deacons, women preachers, same sex unions; no 

education on topical issues e.g. euthanasia 

Quality of religious leaders should not depend on gender; formation of seminarians 

Emergency baptism is allowed but not last rites e.g. in the Amazon 

Parish Secretaries are not friendly face of the Church 

 

WHERE IS THE SPIRIT CALLING FOR GROWTH IN OUR THINKING AND PRACTICES? 

 

Letting go of our own egos 

Being more positive and taking responsibility; going back to old values; reassessing and focusing on 

forgiveness and reconciliation 

Becoming more spiritual; providing more devotions 

COVID has given us a chance to reflect; not taking life for granted; being more aware of life’s issues, 

using them to move the Church in a positive direction 

Standing against persecution of the Church; learning how to say things to defend our faith 

Becoming humble and working together so that no-one is hungry instead of desiring more personal 

possessions 

Bringing home the message of equality at all levels, including married priests and women priests 

Looking for ways to discuss how to improve and journey together to help create community in the 

parish and archdiocese 

The Cathedral reflecting that it is the “mother church” with the music groups of other parishes and 

other priests being invited perhaps to the Sunday evening Mass 

Being helped to evangelise and approach people 

Growing in Ubuntu 

Being transparent in all matters; better communication at all levels 

Praying, especially for the pope and priests; promoting less personal clergy politics 

Improving access to the priest by the laity 

Making personal donations to priests as their lives are not easy and their allowances are small 

Reviewing training of priests in money management, sermons, making church life attractive 

Developing a pastoral plan (that uses technology) that appeals to children and youth to keep them in 

the Church 

Upgrading the Catechism to focus on evangelisation and not dogma 

Creating Youth Groups; involving the youth; educating youth that born-again churches cannot make 

one rich 

Loving God and our neighbours 

Sharing our faith by circulating inspiration and by example, so evangelising 

Practising inclusivity, being more ecumenical; seeking interaction with other faith communities in the 

CBD 

A Christian intervention with prayer and discernment regarding the street people around the 

Cathedral; helping where we can, e.g. with food for the poor 

Approaching people personally to become involved 

Empowering laity 

Developing Justice and Peace, Healing and Reconciliation and Care of Creation 


